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THREE WEEKS IN PARADISE!
Yep, now that I’m safely back on dry land, that’s what it was...beautiful islands and beautiful people,
and best of all to be with Karl again! We went to interesting places and had a good time.
*******
OUR ITINERARY included Taiohae and Anaho on Nuku Hiva, and also Ua Poa, in the Marquesas,
Fakarava in the Tuamotos, and Tahiti and Maurea in the Societies, giving me a glimpse of three
different types of islands. The Marquesas are volcanic mountains which rise steeply right out of the
sea; the Tuamotos are coral atolls with an altitude of maybe 8 feet; and the Societies are a combination.
We went to places where tourists, other than sailors, almost never go. The flowers and other vegetation
were just lovely, and the sunsets and sunrises were as advertised.
Passages totaled about 800 miles, bringing my all-time total of offshore passage-making about 2000
miles, which I do believe is all that should really he expected of any man, woman or child. Guess I'm
just a landlubber at heart, and I think maybe I’ll keep it that way from now on. Everyone agreed that the
weather in the Pacific has been unusual. You've heard about the Trades...constant and reliable both in
direction and strength...we had everything from dead calm to twenty-plus, from literally all directions,
never did have what I would call smooth sailing.
But it was indeed a good trip and I'm glad I went. K looks great - thin, brown and fit -- and I lost 10
pounds and tightened up muscles I'd forgotten I had! This extra size issue of the Log will bring you up
to date on K's passages from Panama to the Galapagos, and then from the Galapagos to the Marquesas;
the following issue will tell you in detail about our adventures from the Marquesas to the Societies.
Best result of the trip: I’ve convinced (I hope) K to plan on terminating the Voyage after New Zealand
or at least by Australia! That surely should be enough to feel some accomplishment and cover most of
his major interests; and I'm not at all sure I care to be the brave-spouse-at-home any longer than that ...
Hope I’m not disappointing K’s and the HM2’s fans too much when I say that. There are a lot of
reasons, in .my opinion. Besides the very biggest one (I think that will be long enough for us to prove
we can survive without each other for a while), the other biggest one is my worry over whether all the
rigging and equipment will continue to stand up safely and, if not, whether the repair and replacement
cost will be too astronomical. However those of you who know me know that I am a highly-skilled
worrier.

K says that maybe Australia is as far as he subconsciously intended to go anyway (he hasn't bought any
charts or made any detailed plans for the Indian Ocean and beyond). He's always told people he is
going as far as it's fun. If he does shorten the voyage, there will be a lot involved with selling HM2 and
other details, so let's see what else he has to say about all this later on - maybe in the next issue.
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
SEVENTH LETTER FROM THE CAPTAIN, written on board the HM2 in the Galapagos and mailed
when the post office received a new supply of stamps, begins:
“From Panama I had a crew member, Willem Nicklaus Langedyk, an apprentice thatcher (yes, he
thatches house roofs!) from Holland who loves to travel. He had just spent the last few months
traveling through Central America with Dutch friends on his way to Ecuador and eventually Brazil to
see relatives who live there. From there he will take a Dutch steamer back to the Netherlands. He is
about Jan's age (30) and has traveled in Europe and to Israel where he lived in a kibbutz for a while
with his girlfriend though he is not Jewish!

Willem Langedyk

PASSAGE 3, DAY 1 -- “We got underway from, San Jose (Perlas Islands) at 11:45 AM on Friday
February 6, motoring just SE of the ‘3 stacks of rice’, an interesting off-shore rock formation. There we
broke out the genny, pulled up the mainsail and sailed on a 230 degree course, moving gently at 4.5
knots in a light WNW 6 k breeze. Willem took the first full watch beginning at 3 PM. (When we have
crew on HM2 the daylight watches are from 7 to 11 AM, 11 AM to 3 PM, and 3 to 7 PM; and the night
watches are from 7 to 10 PM, l0 PM to 1 AM , 1 to 4 AM, and 4 to 7 AM).
“The ship's log shows that he altered course for a ship on the port side about 3 PM, and that another
was sighted to stbd headed north around 6:45 PM. The wind gradually increased so that by 7 PM, on
the beginning of my watch, we were running at nearly 6 knots, in a 16 knot wind, and I pulled down the
main. No ships were sighted on my watch, but one ship passed to stbd around 1 AM, and another on
the port about 4 AM. Obviously we were near the main shipping route down the Gulf of Panama. The
wind stayed in the north quadrant but weakened during the wee hours, increased a bit about dawn.
During the dark period just before sunrise, a sailboat masthead light to starboard showed we were being
passed.

PASSAGE 3, DAY 2 - “And in the early dawn we saw the largish sailboat moving away to the
southwest. About the same time a container ship passed us to starboard headed north toward the Canal.
We found a large squid on the deck, complete with a dark ink stain, but neither of us had any interest in
fresh squid for breakfast, so he (she?) was thrown back to feed some other creature.
“In spite of the easy going at 3.5 - 5.5 knots with following winds, there was some rolling and Willem
was uncomfortable. The breeze shifted constantly from north to northeast to northwest, making it
necessary to jibe from time to time. Part of the day we ran wing and wing. At noon the log showed 98
miles run, but the Sat-Nav confirmed we had covered 133 miles, showing a southerly current of about
1.5 knots helping to push us along toward the Galapagos.

Sailing from Panama to the Galapagos and on to French Polynesia

“At 3:30 PM I was able to contact B on 20 meters, through Jerry, W3CYQ, in Bethesda MD to tell her
all was well. Marie, N6NJM, on FLYING CLOUD, a Luders 36 ft ketch, currently in Puerto Ayora,
Galapagos, broke in at the end of the conversation to give me some information on the islands and to
tell me about the Pacific Maritime Amateur Net on 14314 mhz at O430 UTC. She was planning to
depart for the Marquesas around the 10th or so and would be ahead of me all the way. I appreciated
receiving the information. That is one of the great things about being a ham.
“Winds Saturday afternoon gradually fell off to the point where we cranked up the engine and motored
with just the mainsail up, mainly for visibility. Around midnight, the pacific was as calm as a millpond,
under a bright moon and a clear sky, the only ripples being made by our bow wave.

PASSAGE 3, DAY 3 - “About dawn on Sunday, we were able to switch off the engine and move at 4
knots with a light ENE wind. By noon we had made good another 120 miles at 221 degrees in spite of
our compass and log which recorded 84.6 miles at 205 degrees -- nearly a 2 knot boost by El Nino.
Instead of rejoicing about the fast trip to the Galapagos, I spent time worrying about a possible slow trip
to the Marquesas in March, due to light and variable trade winds, another usual result of El Nino.
“Sunday afternoon the generally east wind strengthened and backed more to northeast. We double
reefed the main and pulled in part of the genoa, still moving at 5 knots, according to the log, and nearly
7 knots over the ground with the current. At 3:30 PM we pulled down the main and continued to roll
on at 4.8 in 18-20 knot winds under partial genny alone. At 10 PM the first ship we had seen since the
Gulf of Panama passed, headed south about two miles to port.
PASSAGE 3 DAY 4 - “In the small hours of Monday I pulled in most of the rest of the genoa, the wind
now blowing at 25 knots, and we went surfing along at 5.5 knots. Through Monday morning the wind
continued from the north, from 15-25 knots with moderately rough seas. By reducing our speed we
kept the boat fairly dry. Willem was definitely seasick and I was not far from it! After one session at
the rail, he was sick in more ways than one ... ‘I've had a disaster'’ he lisped woefully. His partial
denture, with the two top front teeth, was thrown overboard by the force of his barfing. Of course it
wasn't funny at all. He did try some accupressure wristbands we had on board and thought they helped.
“By noon, even with our reduced speed, we had made good 125 miles versus 108 miles on the log.
During the afternoon, the wind gradually decreased, still out of the northwest, and we pulled out a bit
more sail from time to time. About dark, and before we turned on our masthead light, we noticed a
brightly lit small ship, just on the horizon to the northwest It apparently was a fishing trawler. When
we turned on our masthead light, the ship seemed to turn tail immediately and slip back over the
horizon. I assume it was working a purse seine and was behaving normally, but it sure looked like he
ran off to avoid us and it gave us something to speculate about.
"At nine PM I calculated that we had come halfway to the Galapagos. By now we were sailing
normally, at 4 knots in a 9 knot northeast wind, and the night passed uneventfully.
PASSAGE 3, DAY 5 -- "Tuesday morning we had breakfast, the first real food for about a day and a
half due to the bouncy seas and generally gastrointestinal uneasiness. The noon position showed 132
miles versus 99.1 on the log, still more than 1 knot of El Nino. We were moving at 4.4 knots, wing and
wing, with the genny poled out to keep it drawing, as we rolled along in a 7 to 8 knot following wind
from the northeast. By midnight the breeze had died almost completely, and I pulled the sails in to keep
them from flogging themselves to death. We motored, making 4 knots at 1400 rpm., heading 240
degrees. I calculated that was the most efficient use of fuel -- about one quarter gallon per hour, and, at
that rate, we could motor nearly all the rest of the way if necessary.
PASSAGE 3, DAY 6 -- "At 3 AM on Wednesday, the brightly moonlit sky was most strange, covered
from horizon to horizon with evenly spaced small cotton balls of clouds, giving about a 75 percent
cover. The wind continued light, and we motored all through the day under mostly sunny skies, with
more interesting cloud patterns, that would have looked like a ‘snow sky’ up on in the northern
latitudes."

PASSAGE 3, DAY 7 -- "Thursday, there was more of the same: light variable winds, now mostly from
the south, forcing us to continue motoring. A noon fix showed us with only about 50 miles to go to
Wreck Bay on the island of San Cristobal. Sure enough, I spotted the mountains at the northwest end
of the island about 3 PM. Strangely, though, compass bearings on the peaks didn’t agree with our SatNav position.
“Then I remembered a notation on the DMA chart, indicating magnetic anomalies in the area of the
Galapagos. With the compass unreliable, we depended on eyeball navigation and the SatNav, checking
off each prominent mountain or point as we passed it. To complicate things, several heavy rain squalls
came through from the South, cutting visibility to less than a hundred yards, for 15 to 20 minutes at a
time. Fortunately, a bright moon (except in the squalls) helped us spot the coast after the sun went
down. We had Kicker Rock abreast by 10:30 PM. This striking offshore formation was seen only as
sharp black silhouette against the coast. At 11:30 PM, I sighted the lights of Pto. Baquerizo Morenao
some distance ahead, commas partly obscured by a point of land on the east side of its bay.
“45 minutes later we could make out the navigation marker on the point and many confusing lights of
the town, but couldn't see the red flasher at the head of the harbor. Motoring slowly, we felt our way in,
carefully avoiding shoals near the point and off the center of Wreck Bay. Soon we could make out the
silhouettes of boats at anchor, and after circling the harbor once, we dropped our hook with 18 fathoms
of chain in 30 feet of water. Glad to be anchored, we hardly noticed the rolling produced by the
northwest swell, and were soon sound asleep.
************
"Friday morning, the 13th, we were up and studying the attractive looking town. There was only one
other sailboat in the harbor. The rest were local fishing boats and a couple of local power yachts. An
inter-island passenger ship, the IGUANA, was anchored nearby. It looked sad, not quite derelict, but
much in need of care. The one sailboat, a French vessel named MAMARU, had Patrick and Nicole
Chaix aboard. There, just behind the cay, on the shore, was the red flasher light; it had obviously not
been working during the night.
“There was light but constant drizzle and it helped me with a much needed shower and shampoo -- it
felt great to be clean again! Getting myself together and presentable, I rowed ashore with the ship's
documents and our passports, dragged the dink up on the beach, and headed for the port captain's office
in the naval headquarters on the west side of the waterfront. At the guard gate, I was asked to wait for a
quarter hour, then shown to the captain’s office, where a young enlisted man who spoke only Spanish
was the only person present. I was able to understand that the port captain was away and that I should
return on Domingo (Sunday). He said 'tres dias solamente’, indicating that I would have to depart for
the Marquesas on Monday. He kept our Panamanian Zarpe and the boat documents.
“Rowing back out to the HM2, I saw two sea lions basking on a large fishing boat moored in the harbor.
I got back to our boat just ahead of a tremendous downpour accompanied by a 30 knot northwest wind
directly in to the open harbor. Almost immediately we had 3 foot waves and the boat began bucking
against its anchor line. Fortunately, we had a nylon snubber on the chain and rode it out with no
damage to our bow gear. After a bit more than 2 hours of hard rain and wind, things calmed down a bit
so that we could dingy ashore. Willem was grateful to be off the boat for a while. We pulled the dink
high up on the sands since tides here run 12-15 feet, and the waves were still at least 3 feet.

“Immediately, Cecilia Quiroga came over to us and offered her small restaurant, ‘La Sombrilla’, as a
headquarters for us ashore. She enjoys having people from visiting yachts there, and keeps a scrapbook
with photos, names and autographs of sailors and yachts. Looking through it, I immediately spotted
Tanya Aebi’s VARUNA. (Tanya, 15 years old, set off from the United States single handed last year in a
small boat on a circumnavigation. Her articles have been appearing in Yachting magazine..)
"Lots of people have written compliments to Cecelia. She speaks only Spanish, but Willem was able to
talk to her, and found out that she can cash small travelers checks, arrange for fresh fruit and veggies,
do laundry, and that she has drinking water available. Her menu in the restaurant is limited, usually to
one or two items, but these are inexpensive and good. We arranged for supper at 6 PM and struck off
into the town to see the sights.
`'The village is rather attractive. There are well tended small parks, and plots with ornamental plants
everywhere. The streets are surfaced with what looks to be reddish volcanic cinders. The torrential
rain had washed out gullies one and two feet deep in some of the streets. There was evidence of
ongoing building of streets and sidewalks, though there were few vehicles, mainly Toyota Land-rover
lookalikes plus a few trucks and buses. Most of the buildings are unpretentious but neat, some look
very poor but none looked trashy.
"The people seem much friendlier than those in Panama, though they don’t seem to be used to many
tourists. Very interestingly, many men here and even some women wear shorts. I haven't seen that in
any Latin country before. The Catholic church is interesting, too. It's a large, ramshackle frame
building in poor repair. The design isn't typical of the masonry churches of Latin countries, and
reminded me more of New England. Willem and I wondered why. If the islands had ever been under
British rule, that might have explained the anomaly, but they haven’t been as far as we know.
"There isn’t much selection in the way of canned food, in the few small shops we saw, and what there
was seemed expensive. For example, about $1.80 for a can of peaches, maybe twice the cost in the
States. Apparently the local people use mostly fresh veggies, brought in every day or so on planes from
the mainland, plus locally caught seafood and an occasional chicken. We saw no other livestock on the
outskirts of town.
''The one bank in town would not cash travelers checks. They have never heard of a credit card or
American Express. There were one or two tiny shops, which served as cambios or money exchanges.
The official rate is 140 sucres for the dollar, slightly less for travelers’ checks. The cambios operated
on a schedule that was unclear, sometimes open and sometimes closed. Back at La Sombrilla, we had
supper. I enjoyed broiled chicken and papas fritas, plus a cucumber and onion salad, all for 400 sucres,
including a Pepsi. On the HM2 that evening, I worked on Boatlet-6 while Willem read. Life in the fast
track …
Saturday the 14th I worked at trying to get the old Seagull outboard to run, without success. It seemed
to have no spark, although I tested it and saw one. I installed the last new spark plug I had. After
fooling with it for 2 hours, we rowed in to town in disgust and we did a bit more sightseeing. We found
a small museum behind the Catholic church, but it was closed. The main exhibit, a huge Galapagos
tortoise named Pepe, was roaming around forlornly in a junky corner of the parking lot, looking like he

needed a friend. He had a sort of pleasant reptile personality. He opened his mouth, apparently to say
he would like something green and leafy to eat (not much in the muddy lot), so I offered him a few
shoots from a nearby bush and he munched on them with apparent enjoyment.
"Ignoring the instructions about coming back on Sunday, we dropped by the port captain's office,
mostly to admire the impressive Charles Darwin in front of the HQ building. While the PC wasn’t in
yet, we did talk to an English-speaking enlisted assistant who prepared a zarpe for our passage to Puerto
Ayora, Santa Cruz. He was not sure if we could obtain an extension there but noted that I had a
mechanical problem. (I pleaded that I needed a part by mail to repair the Tiller-master autopilot). The
cost of the entrance/exit to/from San Cristobal was 2790 sucres, or $18. I had a bit of a problem
cashing a $50 t-check, but finally arranged one at a discount with the help of Cecelia. She also did a
load of laundry for the two of us but Willem had to hunt up another lavamatico to dry it, since she had
no dryer and it was still raining intermittently.
.
"In the way of an island tour, we took a local bus, 15 sucres each, each way, to El Progresso, the only
other town on the island, about 9 kilometers away up in the hills. The gravel road wound up through
fairly steep valleys and ridges, where even the rain and the fairly lush vegetation couldn’t hide the
volcanic nature of the island.
"Actually there was not a lot to see, and when we reached the end of the line, a reasonably neat small
village, there was nothing to do but stay on the bus since it poured constantly. We had no rain-gear with
us but the locals didn’t either. They just walked calmly around with sodden clothing, not seeming to
mind, and we began to understand why many men, and some of the women, wore shorts. Personally, I
thought the women, looked pretty good in their soaked clothing …
"Back in Puerto Bacquarizo, we enjoyed supper at Cecelia’s place again, and filled up our sun-showers
and water jugs before rowing to the HM2. When we left I gave one of Cecilia’s boys 50 sucres for
watching our dink. We would have liked to stay a hit longer, but we were both anxious to get on to
Santa Cruz, me for mail and W for the possibility of a dentist who could fix his teeth.
“On the way back out we stopped at MAMARU for a drink with Nicole and Patrick, who had invited us
by as we rowed ashore in the morning. Their 40 foot ferro cement ketch was beautiful inside. They
had built her themselves in France, and done a marvelous job. The woodwork was fantastic. We stayed
and talked with them and their large Persian cat (with a delicious lime and rum drink in hand) for a
couple of hours. They planned to spend another day or two in San Cristobal before departing for the
Marquesas, and we agreed to try to talk on VHF the following morning since they didn’t have ham
radio. (I tried but was unable to contact them.)
"Sunday, we had the anchor up and were underway at 5:30 AM for the 50 mile trip to Santa Cruz. We
motor sailed approximately 275-280 degrees in the mostly light and variable wind. Isla Santa Fe was in
sight ahead at 7:30 and abreast on port at 11 AM. We arrived in Puerto Ayora at 4:15 PM, anchoring
bow and stern in 18 feet of water at an estimated 3/4 tide, with about 6 or 8 other sailboats in the center
of the open harbor. A pronounced swell made its way in from the southeast, making the stern anchor
necessary to minimize the rocking. We were soon visited by Jorgen and Libby on AMULET, an SSCA
boat in the harbor, and they gave us the lowdown on things like restaurants and the port captain.

The quay in Puerto Ayora, Santa Cruz, Galapagos

"Willem worked on the Seagull for more than 2 hours, cleaning the carburetor and trying various
adjustments, yanking the cord at least a thousand times without success. I finally noticed a spark to
ground on the magneto end of the spark cable, and jiggled the cable. Immediately the engine roared
into life! Apparently the wire shorted only when it was in the normal position to the spark plug, that's
why it tested fine but wouldn’t work when hooked up. I sprayed it liberally with WD40 to drive out
moisture and that seemed to cure the problem, at least for the time being..
"We piled into the dink and motored the considerable distance to the public cay at 6:30 PM to celebrate
with a supper of beef and rice in a small garden type restaurant. Afterwards, we got a frozen custard in
a small shop (the only such place in, town, and a gold mine for the owner!) and wandered about, taking
in the sights. It looked as if most of the population of the town was doing likewise, most with frozen
custards in their hands.
“The town is fairly attractive, just part way along in a major effort to widen and pave the streets and
sidewalks. It looks as if the project is stopped for the moment, though mountains of concrete paving
blocks are piled along the two main streets, ready to be put down. Only a block and a half are in place
and mud from the frequent rain coats even the paved section. A little park area extends along the
waterfront from the public jetty to the naval detachment headquarters, and the local custom is to spend
the early evening strolling the streets or sitting in the park.
"Often a game of volleyball is in progress. A paved court there is set up with a net about 9 feet high.
Three person teams play what looks to be a fairly regulation game, except that it’s nearly impossible to
spike the ball in the manner I’ve seen before. The game is more than popular; it is a fashion! During
our stay, I saw games continue in downpours so hard that the court was under several inches of water
and the crowd continued to watch. Naturally the spectators are as much fun to watch as the players, as
they shout advice to their friends and good natured insults to the others. Lots of fun! This is one place
where the boob tube hasn't killed social interaction.
"Monday the 16th we dinghied into town to see the immigration and port captain. Neither official was
in but Willem arranged to see the immigration officer in the afternoon and the port captain on Tuesday
morning. I found a cambio and exchanged a $100 travelers check for 13,500 sucres, a better rate than I

had gotten in San Cristobal. Since word among the yachties in the harbor had it that diesel and
drinking water were nearly impossible to obtain, I decided to visit the Hotel Galapagos, which is
operated by an ex-cruiser, Forrest Nelson.
"The hotel has a reputation among cruisers, mostly through the SSCA, as a place where one can get a
sympathetic ear and a helping hand. It’s a kilometer or two north of town, on the road to Darwin
Station, and I soon found it. It turns out that Forrest, who is in his seventies, was on an extended
vacation trip to Thailand, where he’s riding around on a motorcycle. In his absence, the hotel is being
overseen by Ken, a friend, and Peter, the manager. They were most kind and put me on the track of a
55 gallon drum of diesel fuel. In addition, they offered as much rain water from their cistern as I
needed.

Marine Iguanas, basking near the harbor
"With that good news, I headed back for the HM2 to work on Boatlet-6, as well as letters and postcards
to friends and relations. Willem returned about 4 PM with the good news that he had arranged to get
his teeth fixed and had already had the impression taken for only $18. Together, we returned to the
immigration office where we got our passports stamped and followed that with an early supper and
more of the delicious frozen custard. On the way back to the boat, we both got well and truly soaked in
a sudden downpour. Gradually all our clothes were getting wet since there was no way to dry anything
because of the frequent rain. In addition, the mosquito problem was bad. The boat was better than on
shore but was bad enough.
"Tuesday morning I finally saw the port captain who was quite cordial. I told him I needed to wait for a
part for my autopilot (Tiller-master) and that I would need fuel before departure to the Marquesas. He
said there's no fuel currently available in the area and, while he has some, he is not currently authorized
to sell it to yachts. He suggested that I write a letter explaining the autopilot problem and another
protesting the fact that he was not allowed to sell fuel. He said I would not have to depart before
getting the autopilot fixed and the fuel obtained. I thanked him, promised to write the two 1etters and
said I would continue to look for any available fuel.

"From there, Willem and I hiked out to the Darwin Experimental Station to see the animals and
exhibits. The place was quite nicely set up. The exhibits and turtle hatchery were most interesting, but
it continued to rain, often hard, and I was feeling poorly with stomach cramps, so we headed back to
town and I returned to the boat for a nap. I discovered that I had a 101 degree temperature and felt
better knowing I was really sick with a bug of some kind. Fortified with Kaopectate and aspirins I slept
soundly through the afternoon.
"In the evening I felt well enough to meet Willem back in town for a bite of supper. He had spent the
afternoon trying to arrange transportation to the mainland and had managed to get a seat on a military
flight from Baltra Island Wednesday morning for about $100. He would have liked to explore the
island a little longer, but the chance was too good to pass up so he packed his gear when we returned to
the boat.
“I got Willem to the public jetty at 7:30 Wednesday morning, in time for the regular bus to Baltra and
the airport. After our good-byes, I returned to the boat to work on the engine, changing zincs, oil and
fuel filters, and oil, and cleaning and tightening everything. The day was generally rainy again but I did
go into town in the afternoon, looking for stamps and mail, only to find the post office closed. The post
office had been out of stamps for three days. In the evening I managed to get a phone patch through Iz,
K6NMV, in California, for a good chat with B.
"0n Thursday morning, having arranged for my barrel of diesel through Christie at the supply business
next to Hotel Galapagos (5400 sucres for 55 gallons - about 70 cents a gallon, versus $1.60 charged in
the past by the port captain). I made four trips with the dink to the hotel jetty to fetch back 7 jerry cans
of the stuff. It looked good and clean when I siphoned it but I filtered it with a rag when I put it into the
tank on the boat. That took care of 35 gallons. Jorgen and Libby on AMULET were glad to take the
remaining 20 gallons, for 2000 sucres, giving me full tanks at a dynamite price! They thought I was a
magician because they hadn’t found any fuel at all.
"I have since learned that: (1) fuel, when available, will be sold to yachts only by the port captain at
Baltra, on the north end of Santra Cruz island, and (2) fuel will remain in very short supply due to the
problems stemming with earthquakes in Ecuador. This may be a big problem for the rest of this year
for cruisers heading west through the Galapagos. The afternoon was spent diving, cleaning up HM2's
bottom and topsides. In the evening I splurged and went to the Hotel Galapagos for happy hour and
dinner. I met some interesting visitors and local people there, including Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Heiss from
Innsbruck Austria, who had flown in to take a 10 day island cruise on a sailboat with two German
naturalists from Darwin Station. Also, a very pleasant young couple, Matt and Ginny (he from the midwest and she from Quito), who own and operate a 38 foot wood ketch as a charter boat for island tours.
She is trained as a biologist, worked as a guide in the park for several years, and now is the cook, mate,
and government licensed guide for the groups that charter their boat.
"Unfortunately, my big evening out was spoiled a bit because I felt sick again, partly a return of
Tuesday's turista, and partly too much sun and too much sucking on diesel siphon hoses. I was
determined to eat the dinner tho, because I had had to arrange and pay for it ahead of time: chicken with
gravy and real mashed potatoes with green beans and a rum pie for dessert. A real treat and of course
far and away the most expensive meal in the islands at $8. It was worth it, and I'm sorry I didn’t go

back again when, I felt better. I cut the evening short a bit and was back to. my boat at 9:30 to dose up
with the usual Kaopectate and aspirin. In the morning I felt like a new man!
"Friday dawned clear! Losing no time, I scraped a huge pile of laundry together and took it to a
washing lady who lives near the hotel. No one on the island, including the hotels, uses washing
machines. The usual city water is brackish and ruins the machines too quickly, so all the washing is
done by hand. From there I returned to Darwin Station with my camera to finish looking at the turtles
and the fascinating marine iguanas. It was definitely more fun in good weather and feeling well! Later
I ferried about 20 gallons of pure rainwater to the boat to top up her tanks, did some masthead work
securing a loose wind indicator unit, collected the laundry (500 sucres for a big load, hand washed and
dried -- on a line with clothespins).

One of the sheltered Tortoises at Darwin Station
"Back in town I checked on availability of some guided day tours but found they ranged from 30- to 50plus dollars and required a park permit costing $35, and decided to conserve the money since I had by
now seen most of the species promised to be found, even if not in the best habitat. Later I joined Don, a
hiking tourist from the Midwest (we had met on the first evening) for a pretty good pizza and some
interesting political talk that Hilde, Jan and Fritz would have enjoyed.
"Saturday was spent working on Boatlet-6 (BL6). I had a problem with the computer, a bad power
connection I think, and trashed the WordStar working disk plus a couple of hours of work, because I
hadn't backed up my latest text and corrections. In the evening I went to the 'Four Lanterns', a small
restaurant with the best food (I think) on the island, for a Langosta quiche and salad. Lobster never
tasted so good...and for 200 sucres (just over $2!).
"Sunday I had more problems with the computer, still related to the power cord, I think, and lost more
time. The heat, rain, and insects in the Galapagos were beginning to bug me (har har!) and, since I had
decided not to take any of the guided tours, I planned to be on my way to the Marquesas as soon as I
could get BL6 and about l5 or 16 postcards mailed out and get my zarpe from the port captain. With

that in mind, I tried to have HM2 ready to depart Monday or Tuesday. Both water and fuel were topped
up and I planned to pick up what few groceries I could find on Monday. I was able to talk to B & F
through Ed, a ham in Boston, a good connection and felt that I was just about ready to depart.

HM2 at anchor, Pto Ayora, Santa Cruz.

“Monday morning I lost no time getting to the post office with the packaged up computer disk and all
my outgoing mail -- they had stamps! -- and everything went on its way. I wasn't as fortunate with the
port captain. They said he would not be back in, the office until Tuesday morning, so after shopping for
what canned goods I could find, I busied myself with a little more touch up cleaning on the boat bottom
and a luxurious shower and shampoo for myself, made easier by a passing rain squall. In the evening I
went in to eat in town with the crews of AMULET and HARMONY and we had a pleasant time.
“Tuesday morning they said the PC would be back about 4 PM so I returned to the boat and read a
book. I was getting antsy to depart but there was nothing I could do until The Man appeared again. At
4 PM I dinghied to town. Now they said 9 AM tomorrow morning (grinding of teeth). To uphold my
playboy image (and conserve food on the boat), I ate out again: pollo empanada, with rice; at the
restaurant by the public jetty, followed, of course, by frozen custard. I'd had a minimum of two
servinqs of that each day since we arrived -- the only thing that kept me sane -- and it seemed fitting for
the last (I hoped) night.
“Wednesday, bright and early, I returned to the Hotel Galapagos with a couple of jugs to replenish the
drinking water I had used, then, learning from a yachtie that the PC had shown up; I went as quickly as
possible to his office. He inquired about the state of the autopilot (fixed by now; with the parts I got in
Panama) and the fuel found and bought locally). He seemed a bit agitated about the fuel and said local
people were not permitted to sell to yachts. I told him I had understood him to say I could try to buy it
but that it was unavailable. He shrugged his shoulders and said not tell anyone else I had gotten it.
With that, he gave the documents to an enlisted man and told him to prepare a zarpe for me.
“Half an hour later, and 2450 sucres poorer; I had the paper work with his signature and headed for the
immigration office to have my passport stamped. I spent the last of my sucres for two loaves of
delicious fresh baked (and hot) whole wheat bread and headed back to HM2. John Wilcox, on
HARMONY, cleared out with the PC right after I did. They were better organized than I, and so they
were off their anchor by 11:15. I took about a half hour longer getting the dink up, cleaned, and
strapped on, and followed them out of the harbor to the south, in a fair easterly breeze.

“In the process of putting my documents safely away, I glanced at the zarpe and discovered with horror
that the clerk had copied the crew list verbatim from my Panamian zarpe, complete with Willem’s
name. With visions of being clapped in the bastille for "murder one" on arrival in the Marquesas, I had
to turn back at 1:00 PM and return to the harbor at Puerto Ayora. Fortunately; Jorgen was on AMULET
and offered to let me take his zodiac dink to the PC office after I re-anchored.
“When I got there, the office was closed for a siesta until 2. And when it opened the PC was gone. No
one knew if or when he would return. Panic! I explained the problem in my pidgen Spanish to the
clerk, who cheerfully took the zarpe and erased the second crew member name. At my stricken look, he
rolled it into the typewriter and banged out a note on the form to the effect that I was sailing to the
Marquesas solomente.
“It wasn't good; but I couldn't think of an alternate to staying another day or two and I couldn't face
that! Besides, I thought; John Wilcox knows that I left here single handed, and he'll vouch for me at
Hiva Oa. At 2:20 PM I hauled up the anchor for the second time, and with a wave to AMULET, I left
the Galapagos with anticipation for adventures to the west, and a bit of concern about my obviously
altered zarpe..”
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